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in Western Africa, 1300–1589 

  The region between the Senegal River and Sierra Leone saw the onset 
of the fi rst trans-Atlantic slave trade in the sixteenth century. Drawing 
on many new sources, Toby Green challenges current quantitative 
approaches to the history of the slave trade. New data on slave origins 
can show how and why Western African societies responded to Atlantic 
pressures. Green argues that answering these questions requires a cul-
tural framework and uses the idea of creolisation – the formation of 
mixed cultural communities in the era of plantation societies – to argue 
that preceding social patterns in both Africa and Europe were crucial. 
Major impacts of the sixteenth-century slave trade included political 
fragmentation, changes in identity, and the reorganisation of ritual and 
social patterns. The book shows which peoples were enslaved, why 
they were vulnerable and the consequences in Africa and beyond. 
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generosity of spirit it would not exist.  
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  Since God created this world ,  
  wherever prosperity is found ,  
  people will follow it , 
  and in turn they will have relations.  

  Sayo Mane    1     

 

1 NCAC/OHAD, Cassette 550A: an elder from Kolda, Casamance; interview and  translation 
by Bakary Sidibe.
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   Almoxarifado  The institution handling state fi nances in a 
particular locale (in Spanish:  Almojarifado ).  

   Almoxarife  Administrator of royal domains.  
   Arrobas  Measure of weight equivalent to approximately 

fi fteen kilogrammes.  
   Asiento/Asentistas  Contract/Holders of the contract (in this book, 

related to the slave trade).  
   Auto da Fe  Inquisitorial procession culminating in the 

reading of sentences and the punishment of the 
condemned.  

   Barafula  Measure of cloth made in Cabo Verde used as a 
measure of exchange in Guin é  and known as far 
away as Cartagena.  

   Buur  Jolof kings.  

  Glossary 
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xxii Glossary

   C   â   mara  Council, Assembly  
   Capitanias  Captaincies; used to refer to administrative 

units of the  Ultramar  apportioned to the 
supervision of a captain.  

   Carrerra de    Í   ndias  Spanish system developed in the 1560s 
of exporting looted goods back from the 
New World to Europe in convoys of ships 
rendezvousing in key ports in America and 
the Caribbean.  

   Cimarrones  Escaped slaves in the New World.  
   Consejo  Council (of state).  
   Conselho Ultramarino  Arm of Portuguese government charged with 

supervising affairs in Portuguese overseas 
possessions in this period.  

   Contratadores  Holders of the contract to ship slaves to 
Spanish America.  

   Conversos  Converted Jews; the term is associated with 
Spanish converts to Christianity, especially in 
the fi fteenth century.  

   Convivencia  The period of life in the Iberian peninsula 
when the faiths of Christianity, Islam and 
Judaism co-existed; the phrase is generally 
taken to refer to those territories under 
Christian control.  

   Corregedor  Local governor.  
   Creole  Language of mixed African and European 

roots developing as a vernacular in Western 
Africa during the sixteenth century.  

   Creolisation  The cultural and linguistic processes through 
which Creole developed.  

   Crist   ã   os Novos  The Portuguese term for Jews who had 
converted to Christianity (in Spanish: 
 cristianos nuevos ).  

   Crist   ã   os Velhos  The Portuguese term for Christians who had 
no Jewish or Moorish ancestry (in Spanish: 
 cristianos viejos ).  

   Cruzados  Portuguese currency: a gold coin.  
   Crypto-Jew  Someone who keeps secretly to the Jewish 

faith while professing to be a Christian.  
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xxiiiGlossary

   Diaspora  A group of people forming a community 
in spite of extensive geographical 
dispersion.  

   Dyula  Diaspora of Mandinka traders in West 
Africa.  

   Encomienda  Parcel of land given to colonists 
in the New World under Spanish 
administration.  

   Escriv   ã   o  Scribe or registrar.  
   Escriv   ã   o do   Almoxarifado  Registrar of the royal exchequer.  
   Escriv   ã   o da   Correi   ç    ã   o  Registrar of the local governor.  
   Ethnonym  Literally, “ethnic name”: ethnic 

designation used for a group in Upper 
Guinea.  

   Feitor  Factor.  
   Feitoria  Depot for the organising of exports 

(principally slaves) from the African 
coast.  

   Fidalgos  Nobles, often minor and in straitened 
circumstances; also used by Caboverdean 
authors to describe lineage heads in 
Upper Guinea.  

   Fueros  Local charters of rights in towns in 
Arag ó n and Castilla.  

   Griot  Praisesinger in Senegambian and Upper 
Guinean communities. Thought by some 
to derive from  criado , Portuguese for 
“retainer”.  

   Grumetes  Term for servants/shipmates commonly 
used by Caboverdeans and  lan   ç   ados  
of African retainers/servants in Upper 
Guinea.  

   Ingenio  Sugarcane plantation (Portuguese: 
 Engenho ).  

   Judiaria  Jewry.  
   Juiz dos   Orf   ã   os  Judge responsible for assigning homes to 

orphans.  
   Kriolu  Creole language of Cabo Verde and 

Upper Guinea.  
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Glossaryxxiv

   Ladino  Non-Iberians (e.g. Jews, slaves) who speak 
Spanish.  

   Lan   ç   ados  People of Portuguese origin living in Guin é  in 
the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. These 
people were also known as  tangom   ã   os .  

   Limpe   ç   a de   Sangue  Purity of blood, i.e., absence of Jewish or 
Moorish antecedents (in Spanish:  limpieza de  
 sangre ).  

   Lusophone  Portuguese-speaking.  
   Mandinguisation  Process by which decentralised communities on 

the Upper Guinea coast absorbed elements of 
Mandinka culture from the thirteenth century 
onwards.  

   Manuelline  The adjective referring to King Manoel I of 
Portugal (1495–1521).  

   Maraved   í   Spanish coin, derived from Arabic; its value 
declined progressively from the medieval 
through to the early modern periods.  

   Matrilinear  Society where inheritance passes through the 
maternal line, e.g., societies from Upper Guinea, 
Jewish societies.  

   Meirinho Mor  Chief bailiff.  
   Mesti   ç   agem  The process of the mixing of races (in Spanish: 

 mestizaje ).  
   Mesti   ç   os  People of mixed racial background.  
   Moradores  Residents; in this period used to signify residents 

with certain rights.  
   Ouvidor  Special Magistrate.  
   Ouvidor Geral  Chief Magistrate.  
   Panos di Terra  Cloths woven on Cabo Verde and used for 

exchange in Upper Guinea.  
   Panyarring  Common phrases used across Guinea Coast for 

“man-stealing” in the eighteenth century.  
   Parecer  Opinion, often legal.  
   Patrilinear  Society where inheritance passes through the 

paternal line, e.g., Senegambian societies and 
Iberian societies.  

   Pidgin  Bartering language, a prototype for Creole, used 
as a means of trade and communication in early 
Atlantic Western Africa.  
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Glossary xxv

   Pieza de   Esclavo  Literally, a “piece of slave”; slaves were not 
accounted as individuals but against the 
benchmark of the  pieza , which was equivalent 
to one able-bodied healthy male slave 
(in Portuguese:  pe   ç   a de   escravo ).  

   Procurador  Prosecutor.  
   Provedor  Supplier, Purveyor.  
   Provedor da   Fazenda  Supplier to crown property.  
   Real/  Reais  Unit of currency in Portugal.  
   Reconciled  A term for a penitent of the Inquisition who 

has been punished in a variety of ways but 
readmitted to the church.  

   Reconquista  Reconquest of Iberia from Moslem rule.  
   Relajado  Someone condemned by the Inquisition to 

be burnt or, if they repented and died as a 
Christian, garrotted by the secular authorities 
(in Portuguese:  relaxado ).  

   Rendeiros  Tax collectors.  
   Resgate  Originally meaning “ransom”, comes to refer 

to the process of trading goods in exchange 
for slaves in Upper Guinea.  

   Reyes   Cat   ó   licos  King Ferdinand of Arag ó n and Queen Isabela 
of Castile, who united the kingdoms of 
Arag ó n and Castile at the end of the fi fteenth 
century.  

   Rua Nova/Vila Nova  Areas where converted Jews lived in 
Portuguese towns and cities.  

   Sanbenito  Penitential cloak worn by those who had been 
penanced by the Inquisition.  

   Sargento Maior  Sergeant-Major.  
   Senhores  Portuguese for “[slave]masters”  
   Sistema de   Castas  System developed in the New World 

in the late sixteenth and seventeenth 
centuries which categorised people 
according to the proportion of their 
European ancestry.  

   Tabanka  Term used for fortifi ed village in Upper 
Guinea by end of the sixteenth century.  

   Tangoma  Creolised Upper Guinean woman associated/
married to  lan   ç   ados .  
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Glossaryxxvi

  “ Tierra   Firme ” Literally “fi rm land”: phrased used by Spanish 
to distinguish the American continent from the 
Caribbean islands in the sixteenth century.  

   Ultramar  Overseas Portuguese possessions.  
   Vadios  Escaped slaves in the highlands of Santiago, Cabo 

Verde, who forged the nucleus of Caboverdean 
society in the seventeenth century: the Caboverdean 
equivalent of  cimarrones .  

   Vintena  Tax owed to the Portuguese crown in the early years 
of the Caboverdean colony, equivalent to one-
twentieth of takings.         
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